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MEASURING COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEARNER OUTCOMES:
THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

PREFACE

This word Measuring Learner Outcomes is one of a series of papers
resultinc, ;ear project to improve evaluation and planning in
commun. ale project is sponsored jointly by the Chancellor's
Office of cne Ca, ,rnia Community Colleges and by the Western Association
Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges. Project work is
concentrated in California and Hawaii, the jurisdiction of the Western
Accrediting Commission. Support for the project is provided by community
colleges in these states, the two sponsoring aggencies, and by the federal Fund
for Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE).

Project objectives include developing a clear statement of the responsibilities
/or evaluation and planning that are appropriate for state control agencies,
accrediting commissions, and for local community colleges. T nsions about the
appropriate division of these responsibilities exist throughout the country. A
long tradition of cooperation in California and Hawaii, however, has created a

most congenial atmosphere in which to analyze and clarify the proper
delineation of roles.

Project staff also are developing a series of tools to improve the state-of-the
art of evaluation and planning for community colleges. Beginning in the Fall
1982, these tools have been introduced, used and assessed in a dozen workshops,
self-study seminars, symposia, and problem-solving sessions conducted in
California and Hawaii. These activities will continue through the Fall of
19b4. While project work is being concentrated in the two states, it should be
possible to generalize the results to virtually any community college operation
or governance structure in the country.

Working Paper Ten was prepared earlier in the project as a basis to begin work
on the use of outcome measures in community college planning and evaluation.
This paper assesses the literature and existing efforts that deal with the
measurement of learner outcomes in community colleges. Definitions and models
for outcomes measures are discussed, first for higher education generally then
for community colleges specifically. This is followed by an examination of the
ways outcome measures are used for evaluation. The paper concludes with a
summary of the current issues in outcome evaluation.''

This paper served as background information for a three-day symposium of
leading experts from across the country that was held in December 1982. This
symposium involved a thorough discussion of the topic and proceedings are
available. Results of the symposium have since been used in project workshops
and are the basis for further project work to develop measures and strategies
for actual use in college evaluation efforts.

The reader will hat that we, the project staff, have other responsibilities.



Consequently, were it not for-the help anu assistance of countless others in

both Hawaii and California, this effort would be impossible. The extensive
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Expert Cu.. gent and editorial advice were provided by Ernie Berg of the

California State Chancellor's Uffice. We also want to thank Evelyn Stacey of
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Introduction

This paper is being presented as a component of the

joint FIPSE project entitled Improving Community College

Evaluation and Planning. It is intended to provide a foun-

dation for the discussion of the following issues:

The strengths and weaknesses of the outcomes approach

to evaluation in higher education.

Strategies for applying the outcomes approach to com-

munity colleges.

The use of existing sources of outcome data in the

evaluation and planning of California's community col-

leges. These sources include the California Community

College Chancellor's Office Information System.

Information useful for the discussion of these issues will

be presented in three sections.

Section I of this paper will define the language of

outcome evaluation and cite prior attempts to create models

and concepts for outcome research in higher education. This

section will also introduce a typology that categorizes out-

come evaluation research and writing.

Section II will relate outcome evaluation to community

and junior colleges. The major types of two-year college

outcomes will be identified and literature that examines

1
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them will be cited. This section will focus on the methods

and issues that surround outcome research in two-year insti-

tutions.

Section III will review the ways in which the outcome

evaluation approach is currently being incorporated in the

evaluation and operations of postsecondary institutions.

These efforts include the standardized testing and measure-

ment of outcomes, attempts to refine the concept of outcomes

in postsecondary education, and the use of outcomes as

institutional management tools and in the creation of fund-

ing formulas.

Section IV will offer a summary of the current issues

in outcome evaluation.

9



Working Paper No. 10

Section I - The Outcomes Approach

Definitions

The term "outcotnes" has become a part of the language

of organizational analysis. Used broadly, it refers to the

end products of organizational activities. In higher educa-

tion the simplest and most common outcome studies use simple

descriptive statistics to depict such things as degrees

awarded and average grade point averages of students.

Studies that examine more complex outcomes in higher

education have become common in the last 50 years. Various

authors have drawn together this outcome literature into

reviews that define outcomes in specific ways. For example,

in Measuring Outcomes of College, Pace (1979) used the term

"outcome" to refer to the findings of large scale "achieve-

ment testing, alumni surveys, and studies of institutions."

Achievement tests document knowledge acquisition as an out-

come. Alumni surveys utilize follow-up studies and longitu-

dinal designs to ascertain what outcomes have manifested

over time in the lives of graduates. Institutional studies

do not usually focus on learner outcomes as such but examine

the organizational activities that create learner outcomes.

Feldman and Newomb (1969) reviewed and analyzed educa-

tional outcomes but, focussed on different kinds of studies

and favor a different definition. In a two-volume review

that encompassed over 1,50() empirical studies conducted .

3
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between the 1920's and the 1960's, they advanced the concept

of "impact" to characterize the "change or development or

adaptation" brought about in students. In this case, out-

comes refers to the cognitive and affective changes experi-

enced by individuals during the time spent in school.

Bowen (197110 presented a consise but thorough defini-

tion of the outcomes of higher education. He delineated

three major educational services and the outcomes associated

with them. The first service he identified was instruction.

The outcomes associated with it were learning and changes in

human traits. The second service identified was research

and scholarship that result in the "preservation, discovery,

and interpretation of knowledge, artistic and social criti-

cism, philosophical reflection, and advancement of the fine

arts." The third service identified was public service and

its outcomes were identified as improved public health,

agricultural productivity, and contributions to the solution

of social problems.

A more general definition of outcomes WAS offered by

Lenning et al (1977). In arriving at their definition, the

authors did not use empirical studies but instead reviewed

the theoretical literature of higher education. They exam-

ined the concept of outcomes by reviewing models, typolo-
__.

gies, and taxonomies that have been advanced to identify

them, eventually defining outcomes as "any results or conse-

quences of an educational institution and its programs."

11
4
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This broad definition is intended to subsume the narrower

ones, thereby opening the consideration of outcomes to

include such areas as cnmmunity service, provision of tech-

nology and cultural activities. Their work incorporated the

concerns of authors and researchers in higher education and

organizational theory. They accounted for as many higher

education outcomes as possible, including those defined as

"planned output" (Hoenack et al, 1974), "ultimate conse-

quences" (Robinson and Majak, 1967), "intended benefits"

(Hitch, 1970) and "side effects" (Cook and Scioll, 1972).

The authors proposed six basic questions to make their broad

definition usable. A condensed version of these questions

and the considerations they entail are presented in Figure 1

(from Micek, 1980).

Other writers use the term outcome to denote the pro-

ductivity of educational institutions. The consideration of

productivity requires the linking of outputs with inputs in

order to define educational outcomes. Inputs are generally

defined as resources entering into organizational activi-

ties: outputs as the specific products of an organizational

activity. When the two are linked, the considerations of

'institutional efficiency, effectiveness, and performance

arise.

Peterson (1977) delineated a number of performance

measures and assembled them into the typology of

input/output ratios represented in Table 1. Giving specific

5
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Figure I

SIX BASIC QUESTIONS IMPORTANT FOR UNDERSTANDING

AN.EDUCATIONAL OUTCOME AND THE ATTRIBUTES OR

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH
I/

1. WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS AND MAKEUP OF AN "EDUCATIONAL OUTCOME"?

Form - the basic configuration of the outcome as it is observed and/or

measured. Outcomes can be separated into products, events, and condi-

tions.

Change Status - whether the outcome results in maintaihIng (preserving,

replenishing, reproducing, or stabilizing) or changing (modifying, enrich-

ing, restructuring, or replacing) the existing condition or state of

affairs.

Focus - the basic, specific "what" that is maintained or changed to

constitute the outcome of concern (knowledge, understanding, skills,

attitudes, roles, certification status, jobs, income, social conditions,

technology, art forms, and so forth).

Neutrality - although people attach positive or negative value connota-

tions to specific outcomes, the generic conceot,of "outcome" is a neutral

one separated from any inherent value status. .

Measurability - the ease with which the outcome can be quantified or

measured. Some outcomes are easily measured; others are difficult to

measure.

Output/Impact - whether there is a direct link between the outcome and

its producer/facilltator (output), or an indirect link between the outcome

and its producer/facilitator through outputs and intermediary impacts

(impact).

2. WHICH INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES ARE COMBINED, AND IN WHICH

WAYS, TO BRING ABOUT THE OUTCOME(S) OF CONCERN?

Producer/Facilitator - the programmatic or functional activities of an

educational institution or its components that produce and facilitate, or

are intended to produce and facilitate, particular educational outcomes.

6 13



3. FOR WHOM IS THE OUTCOME INTENDED, OR WHO ACTUALLY RECEIVED OR WAS

AFFECTED BY IT?

Audience - the persons, groups, organizations, communities, aggregations

orleoliTe with common observable characteristics, activities or other

entitles that receive and/or are affected by (or are intended to receive

or be affected by) the outcome of concern.

4. WHY WILL, OR DID, THE OUTCOME OCCUR?

Intended /Unintended - whether the outcome was designed or planned to

occur or whether It just happened. Included are the positive, negative,

or neutral value connotations attached to an outcome by different people

and groups, and tne "exchange value" perceived for the outcome by its

producer/facilitator.

S WHERE WILL, OR DID, THE OUTCOME OCCUR?

Functional Area the functional areas within the various audience entities

that are Wing affected by (or that are meant to be affected by) the

outcome, such as economic, educational/technological, political, and

social/cutturalipersonal.

6: WHEN WILL, OR DID, THE OUTCOME OCCUR?

Time - the time, or expected time, of occurrence of an outcome (such as

priiir to graduation, more that one year after graduation) and the duration

or persistence of the outcome (how long it lasts).

14



Oekonec.iliessunts

I. Outcome Measure CM
A Quantitative
B Qualitative

I I Out ome Efficiency WO)
A. Quantitative
R. Qualitative

III Outt wile Effectiveness (0/G)
A Quantitative

B Qualitative

TABLE 1

A TYPOLOGY OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Example

Number of degrees awarded
Average test scores of graduates

I mtructional cost/degree
Cost averagetest scores of
graduates

Number of degrees/goal for
number of degrees
A wrap test score of grads/goal
for averagetest score

/n pact Measures

I. Impact Measures I l)
A. Quantitative
B Qualitative

I I. Impact Efficiency (I n/I)
Quantitative

B. Qualitative

W. Impact Effectiveness U/G)
A. Quantitative

B. Qualitative

Average time to complete degree
Average pm on standardized
tad from entry to graduation

Cost/average time to comp) to
Costlunit of average pin on
standardised

Average time b complete
degret./goel for average thee
Average pins on standardised
test/goal for pins.

V. Performanue Effect; veness(10/
A Quantitative
B Qualitative

01G)
Cost/degree/goal for graduates
Cost level of average testscoles
,c4 graduates/goal

iv. Performance Effectisenese 0 n/l/Gr
A. Quantitative Coet/averagetime to complete

degreeloal
8. Qualitative Gast/average test SWAM pin/goal

or cost-be.nallt efficiency or effectiveness

15
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definitions to outcome and impact, he described th gores

as follows:

"(Table 1) provides a simplified model of qualita-

tive and quantitative outcome measures. It evi-

dent here that impact measures differ from outcome

measures in trying to assess the effects of an edu-

cational experience in terms of gains, as compared

with final output. Impact and outcome measures can

be viewed in terms of the cost of .resources to

achieve them as input/output or efficiencyratios

for outcomes (In/0) or impacts (In//I). Alternative-

ly, outcome or impact measures can be viewed in

terms of their relationship to some standard of in-

tended goal CG): as an outcome effectiveness (0 /C)

or an impact effectiveness (1 /C) measure. Further-

more, since performance measures are intended to re-

late inputs to outputs as well as compare them bD

some standard goal, performance effectiveness meas7

ures can be expressed as the inpuTT6iltput ratio for

either inputs or outcomes compared to the goals or

standards established for them. Thus, outcome-based

performance effectiveness measures are designed as

IN/0/G, and impact-based performance effectiveness

measures are shown as In/I/G. In essence, impact

based performance effectiveness measures are analo-

gous to cost-benefit measures." (pages 4-5)

Linking outcomes to inputs in a different way, Astin

(1977) was concerned with the difference between the value

or level of the input and the value or level of the .output

(outcome). This relationship is not a ratio but an additive

relationship; hence the term "value-added." As a psycholo-

gist Astin uses the term to denote the cor.tribution of

higher education to an individual's intellectual, emotional

and social life. in other words, value-added can refer to

the cognitive, affective, psychological and behavioral gains

that a student enjoys because of his exposure to higher edu-

cation.

16
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Alternatively, an economic definition of value-added

was utilized Brenemae and Nelson (1981):

"The essence of value-added is a comparison between

a stydent's situation or prospects for the future

upon entering college with his situation or pros-

pects at the end of his enrollment. The rate of re-

turn acids the costs of generating those benefits

into the calculations. Technically, this approach

determines the rate at-which future income resulting

from the education (the value-added in terms of in-

come) must be discounted to equal the cost of pro-

viding the education,"

This definition emphasizes the economic outcomes of educa-

tion in which the cost of the education is weighed azainst

the benefits.

It is clear that current concepts of outcomes in higher

education imply a broad range of effects. Outcomes can be

classified in categories that vary from specific impacts on

individuals to broad socio-economic phenomena. A second

dimension for the classification of'outcomes is concreteoess

to abstractness. For example, the intellectual'refinement

or analytical skills enjoyed by a student are substantive

outcomes of higher education but are abstract when compared

to the concrete outcome of the degree the student was

awarded or the income he may enjoy as a result of his

increased capabilities. A third dimension for the classifi-

cation of outcomes is time; outcomes may be immediate or

they may surface only after months or years in the life of

Ch's individual or society. Much of the equivocation of the

term "impact" revolves around this dimension of time. For

10
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some, impact means immediate outcomes, for others it means

ultimate consequences.

The three dimensions just described can be used to

classify the outcomes of higher education. These dimensions

can be summarized as:

- the individual/social dimension
- the concrete/abstract dimension, and

- the dimension of time.

Two of these three dimensions can be assembled into a typol-

ogy that is useful for the classification and analysis of

educational outcomes..

An Outcomes Typology

The typology presented in Table 2:has been constructed

for the .purposesof .this- paper. . It incorporates the

individual /social dimension and the concrete/abstract dimen-

sion of outcomes. The form of this typology requires that

the range of concrete and abstract outcome values be dicho-

tomized. Material and atheoretical outcomes (e.g. achieve-

ment scores, community service, income, degrees awarded) are

concrete. Outcomes that are non-material or depend on

theoretical constructs of disciplines such as psychology and

philosophy are considered abstract (e.g. changes in the

affective domain, Increase in the humanism of society). The

individual/social diMfnsion is already dichotomous. For the

sake of simillicity and 'utility the dimension of time is not

kf 'Se);; ritIV
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direct!y incorporated into this framework. The considera-

tion of time, or .when outcomes are manifested, will be

included as needed.

TABLE 2

A TYPOLOGY OF EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES

INDIVIDUAL

SOCIAL

CONCRETE ABSTRACT

Type 1 Type 2

Type 3 Type 4

1')
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The empirical literature on outcomes in higher educa-

tion tends to deal with only one type of outcome at a time,

usualiy Type 1 or Type 2 (the effects on individuals). The

conceptual literature may deal with one type or any combina-

tion of types. In the overview of the literature that fol.-

lows, consideration will be given to the broad conceptual'

approaches to outcomes that include two or more types of

outcomes.

An Overview of the Concepts and Models of Outcomes in Higher

Education

This overview is highly selective in its content. The

information summarized here was chosen for two purposes;

first, to illustrate the diversity of approaches to identi-

fying outcomes, and second, to provide examples deemed use-

ful for the FIPSE project.

Some of the material contained in this subsection is

taken from the work of Lenning (1977). Under the sponsor-

ship of the National Institute of Education (NIE) and the

National Center for Higher Education Management Systems

(NCHEMS) the author assembl-d "over 80 previous attempts to

structure educational outcomes and related concepts." Many

of these reports were made available on a limited basis;

they appeared in the proceedings of conferemes, in institu-

tional publications, or in other primary sources that are

not readily available. As a result, the NCHEMS survey is an

13
20
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invaluable secondary source of the conceptual literature on

educational outcomes.

The Lenning survey was a precursor to another NCHEMS

publication titled A Structure for the Outcomes of Post-

secondary Education (Lenning et al, 1977). As was stated

previously, the authors of this later publication defined

outcomes very broadly'. The definitional m:Jdel presented in

the publication is depicted in Figure 2 . The model depicts

three dimensions of outcomes: audience, type of outcome,

and time. Figure 3 gives more detailed information on the

"type of outcome" dimensions. Of interest to the FIPSE pro-

ject are the economic and human charazeristic outcomes;

these Type 1 and Type'\2 outcomes (both concrete and abstract

individual outcomesl orm commensurate with the FIPSE project

focus on learner o'. ~:ones. The "time" dimension is detailed

in Figure 4.

14
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AUDIENCE
DIMENSION

(Who or what is
intended to, or actu-
ally does, receive or
be affected by the
outcome"))

A Knowledge. Technology.
and Art Form Outcome
occurring at Time 1 for
ind,viduals/Groups

22

Figure 2
DIAGRAMMATIC OVERVIEW OF THE .NCHEMS OUTCOMES STRUCTURE

A f i Economic Outcome
occurring at. Tim, 2 for
interest RaSed Communi
ties

Individual/
Group Clients

1
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Economic Outcomes
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TYPE OF OUTCOME DIMENSION
(What basic entity is, oils intended to be, maintained or changed?)
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TIME DIMENSION

(When is thr Out-
come expected to
occur, or when does
it occur?)

A Knowledge, Technology,
and Art Form Outcome
occurring at Time 2 for
Aggregates of People
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Figure 3

CODED LISTING OF THE SECOND- AND THIRD-LEVEL SUBCATEGORIES

FOR EACH FIRST -LEVEL CATEGORY OF THE TYPE-OF-OUTCOME DIMENSION

Category
Code Numhor Entity BONI Maintainel! or (*.hanged

Caleforz
Code Number Entity Sale. maletainod or Glorified

Iwo ECONOMIC OUTCOMES

1100 Economic AcceSs and Indsdindrtnt n pulrnmes
11 in Economic Across
1120 Ecortornit Ftenblltly, Aclaptabinly, and Securely
I l:10 Income end Standard of Livina

1200 Economic Resources and Cots
1210 Econornic,Costs end Efficiency
1220 Economic Resources (including employees)

'4300 Economic Production
1310 CnnoMiC Productivity and Production
1320 Economic Services Provider

t400 Other Economic Outcomes

___

2900

HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (Continued)

77F0 Pow., andlef Authorily
7170 Job Sclwei. or liliStv[tOSS

CztherSimbrs. gaawanCen, and Ca41111callan OvIC.wna,

sodat milotlas aid gales
71110 Adiusiriluni to fluvrement
2820 AiIiiialions
7810 Avocationai and fincial ActIvItlii and noloS
78411 Gaieer and Vocations; Activilies and Rotes
21451 Cititenship Aclivilies and Roles
MD Family Activities and Rotel
2070 Friendships and Retationshi;is
28140 Oilier Aclivity and ROI! OUR OrTie5

Other NUmen CneracleftSleC Outcomes

2000, HUMAN OHAnA C TE TITS TIC OUTCOMES

2100 Aspirations
2110 Delves Aims and Goals
2120 ()Ishii's. Likes and inlefellS
2130 Mciltvalion or Drive Level
2140 Other A Spiral lonal Outcomes

2200 Competence and Skills
2210 Academic Skills
2220 CifiEeniship and Family membership Sarni
72)0 Cleai,vily Skill%
2240 F.4pression and Communication Skins
2256 troe'leclual Sams

inlerpelional Leadership aridOrganilahondiSkinl
77'O Occupations! and Ernplo,.abooy
MO Physical and Motot S ins
2290 °Inc Shut Outcomes

2300 Morale SeliSlaClion, and A lfrciave Characteristics
2310 Altitudes and Values
2320 Reliefs Commlimenls anr: Phnosophy 01 Life
23 IC r comp and Ernovons
7340 Mores, Customs. and Standards of Conduct
1350 Other Affective Outcomes

2400 Perceolual Characteristic!
2410 Peicolual Awareness and Sensitivity
2420 T'aitepi on n, Sell
21)') Perception of Olheis
1440 Perception of Things
2450 Other Peri:1.001:ra' Outcome,

7500 Personality and Persona' Coping Characteris',cs
1510 Athri.itousness and Initialire
252C Aulrnumy and indef.tinifericit
25 in Degend,ibinly and f4es1'nnsibiiiiy
2540 Doomattc/OpenMinded Auir,r.iarian/DernocialiC
2550 Fie, innity and Adapiatnnty
255,: Habits
2510' Psychological Funclionicg
15e0 Tolerance arto Rertisionce
2590 Otier Personality and florin/id% C.npini, Outcomes

2800 Physical end Phylidlogir Chvar w sift
MO Physical 'One's and !tails
MO Physiological 4resoh
7610 Olhel Pl14sical tv I'livliolugicai Outcomes

2100 5ra1Js necngnionn snit oeroiii:alion
7'10 Comvietion or A ...inevetrient Award
PrO Credit Tier ogrohun
7710 Image Attn,Ialrpr,
2740 'tee soli and Casilfic Atm
17;0 Oula.c..ny a Jot, ealelissioNto a Poilut. vP Program

3000

3100

3200

3393

1400

1):/0

KNOWLEDGE, JECHNOLOOr. AND ART FORM OurCOmES

General Knowledge and Understanding
3,10 Knowledge and Understanding of General Facts and

Terminology
3120 Knowledge and Understanding of General PrOceSSOS
3130 Knowledge and Understanding 01 General TheOry
3140 Gine, General Knowledge and Understanding

Spe, ,alited Knowledge and Understanding
3110 Knowledge and Unnewanding of Specialized F Et,

and Terminology
3120 Knowledge and Understanding Of SPecialitet1

Processes
3250 Knowledge and Understanding of Spettolited TftesOly
1140 Other Speciali/e0 Wnowledge and Understanding

Research and Senoiarship
3310 Reserver and Scholarship Knowledge and

Understanding
3320 Pesten..it and Schnisrship Products

a II /gems and Works
la 10 Archifeclioe
3470 TWIG,
1430 Debate and Oratory
3440 Drama
3450 Literature inn Writing
3480 Music
3410 Painnno Drawing and Photography
3180 Sculptor,
3440 Coher Fine ArIS

Olhne anowledv technology. and Art Form Outcomes

1000

4100

1200

4 100

r4f SOURCE AND SERVICE PROVISION OUTCOMES

Pinvisinn 01 F acilives and Events
4110 Plovismn of Facilities
4120 ProvitiOn of Sponsorship 01 Events

PlioviSinn pf Omit Slow as
4110 leaching
4:010 Advisnry and Analoic 11151StinCS
47.10 Sigaimeof Care aid Referral StrvICe1
42412 Provision of Other Services

Oilier Resource and Service Provision Outcomes

!inoo

'000

4.3411

5301,

n HE R MAIN I NANCE AND CHANGE OUTCOMES.

Aesthetic Cuitulal Activities Traddione. and Concoilons
o.g,In.zatinnai Format Activity, and Operation

maintenence and Change
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Figure 4

Short-Duration Outcomes

Short-duration Short-duration
outcomes appear- outcomes appear-
ing at or prior to ing after gradu-
graduation atlon

Long-Duration Outcomes

Long-duration
outcomes appear-
ing at or prior
to graduation

Long-duration
outcomes appear-
ing alter gradu-
ation
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An earlier NCHEMS outcome variables identification pro-

ject was conducted by Micek and Wallhaus (1973). The out-

comes they delineated, virtually all Type 1 and Type 2, are

represented in Figure 5 . Although this list is smaller

than the previous variables 'list, its simplicity and

specific category headings make it easy to apply.

Another conceptual approach to outcomes in higher edu-

cation is the formulation of institutional goals. Goals

stand as the intended outcomes of higher education and cover

all four types of outcomes: individual to social, concrete

to abstract. Goal delineation is a central part of at least

three kinds of institutional eval6ation: effectiveness

evaluation. -,'iciency evaluation, and accreditation. Of

these three , only acereoitation.ha ryA been mentioned pre-

viously. All academic accrediting agencies rely upon stated

institutional goals to assess the appropriateness of insti-

tutional processes and the adequacy and use of institutional

resources.

The central importance of goal delineation in the

evaluation of institutions and their outcomes has generated

a large body of literature on the goals of higher education.

This literature rarely contains distinctions between two-

year and nour-year postsecondary education and generally

treats higher education as a whale. For example, the Carne-

gie Commission (1973), devoted an entire volume to the dis-

cussion of the broad goals or purposes of higher educ,6tion

26
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Figure 5

THE NCHEMS INVENTORY OF HIGHER EDUCATION

OUTCOME VARIABLES AND MEASURES*

1.0 Student Growth and Development

1.1.0 Knowledge and Skills Development

1.1.1.00 Knowledge Development

1.1.1.01 General knowledge

1.1.1.02 Specialized Knowledge

1.1.2.00 Skills Development

1.1.2.01 Application of Knowledge ano Skills

1.1.2.0? Critical Thinking and Reasoning Skills

1.1.2.03 Creativity Skills

1.1.2.04 Communication Skills

1.1.2.05 Motor Shills

1.1.3 00 Knowledge and Skills Attitudes. Values, and Beliefs

1.1.3.01 Intellectual Disposition

1.2.0 Social Development

1.2.1.00 Social SkAIIS

1.2,1.01 Interpersonal Participation

1.2.1.02 Leadership
1.2 4.03 Citizenship

1.2.2.00 504111 Attitclaes, Values, and Belief%

1.2.2,01 Poilticai

1.2.2.02 Racial/Ethnic

1.2.2.03 Personal Ethics

1.2.2.04 Social Conscience
1,2.2.05 SOciOecoinomic Aspirations

1.2.2.06 Cultural Interest

1.3.0 Personal Development

1.3.1.00 Student Health

1,3 1.01 Physical health

1.3.1.02 Mental Health

1.3,2.00 Student Personal Attitudes, Values,

1.3.2.01 Religious and Spiritual

1.3 1.02 Change/Stability

1.3.2,03 Self -Conte

and Gel lets

qii7intirfrom Picek end Wallhams (1973. pp. 39-41).

r.
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Figure5 (Cont'd.)

1.4.0 Career DOolopent

1.4.1.00 Career Preparation

1.4.1.01 Academic Preparation

1.4.1.02 Vocational Preparation

1.4.2.00 Career Attitudes, Values, and beliefs

1.4.2.01 Achievement Orientation
1.4.2.02 Educational Aspirations
1.4.2.03 Educational Satisfaction
1,4.2.04 Vocational Aspirations

2.0 Development of NW Knowledge and Art Forms

2.0.0.01 Discovery of New Knowledge

2.0.0.02 Enterpretation and Application of New Knowledge

2.0.0.03 Reorganization oNew Knowledge

3.0 Community Development and Service

3.1.0 Community Development

3.1.0.01 Community Educational Development

3.1:0.02 Faculty/Staff Educational Development

3.2.0 Conntunity

3.2.0.01 Extension Services

3.2.0.02 Personal Services

Service

3.2.0.03 Extramural Cultural and Recreational Services

3.2.0.04 Financial impact on the Community

3.3.0 Longer Teem Community Impacts

3.3.0.01 Social Impact

3.3.0.02 Economic Impact

2 0 28
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for the years 1975 to 2000. Five 'major pUrposes or "end

objects" of higher education were specified and the

processes that lead to these ends were spelled out. Figure 6

contains a summary of these goals and processes as

abstracted by Lenning et al (1977).

One of the few efforts that deals directly with the

goals of two-year institutions is the Educational Testing

Service's Community Collet.e Goals Inventory (CCGI). The

Inventory is designed o help community colleges define
ti

their educational goals, establish priority among those

goals, and give direction to their present and future plan-

ning. The list of the ccor Outcome Goals is presented in

Figure 7 . It can be seen that the list contains all four

types of educational outcomes. It ranges from such concrete

individual outcomes as vocational/technical training to

abstract social outcomes such as humanism, altruism, and

social criticism.

The final two concepts of outcomes to be discussed in

this section also deal exclusively with the functions-of

two-year institutions. The first is the Florida

Community/Junior College IRC Taxonomy of Community Service.

Nickens (1976) reported that in 1974 the Interinstitutional

Research Council (IfiC) in Florida used a modification .of the

consensus-rendering technique to pall community col-

lege leaders. The object was to delineate exactly what con-

stitutes community service for a community or junior col-

?1 29



Figure 6

THE. CARNEGIE COMMISSION'S PURPOSES OF HIGHER EDUCATION*

A. PROVIDE INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS WITH EDUCATION AND DEIELOPMENTAL GROWTH

1. Providing Broad Learning Experiences (General Education)

2. Providing Specialized Academic and Occupational Preparation

3. Assisting Academic Socialization

4. Prdviding Interesting and Stimulating Campus.Environments

5. Providing Advisory and Counseling Support

6. Providing Time to Assess Options and Make Choices Before Having to

Make Commitments

B. ADVANCE HUMAN CAPABILIT,' 4 SOCIETY AT LARGE

1. Bringing About Research Advances and Developments

2. Providing Service to Off-Campus People and Organizations

3. Finding, Assessing, and Placing Talent

4. Training Skills

5. Providing Cultural Information and Opportunities

C, ASSISTTHE REST OF SOCIETY TO PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL JUSTICE AND OPPORTOWIES

1. Developing Adequate. Numbers of Open-Access and Other Places Offering

Postsecondary Education

2. Developing Special Programs, Including Those That Are Remedial and

Cultural

3. Providing Essential Financial Support to Students

D. PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR PURE SCHOLARSHIP, ARTISTIC CREATIVITY, AND THE

ENHANCEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE

1. Providing Facilities

2. Providing Personnel

3. Providing a Favorable Climate

E. PROVIDE AND STIMULATE EVALUATION OF SOCIETY THAT AIMS FOR SELF-RENEWAL

1. Providing Freedom for Such Evaluation

2. Providing Opportunities for Such Evaluation

3. Providing Reasonable Rules of Conduct for Such Evaluation

*Abstracted from Carnegie Commission (1973, pp. 13-67).

2?
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FIGURE 7

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SENVIGE'S
LIST OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE GOALS

OUTCOME GOALS

General Education
Intellectual Drientati.on

Lifelong Learning
Cultural/Aesthetic Awareness
Personal Development
Humanism/Altruism
Vocational/TechniLal Preparation'
Developmental/Remedial Preparation
Community Services
Social Criticism

3i
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PROCESS'GOALS

Counseling and Advising
Student Services
Faculty/Staff Development
Intellectual Environment
Innovation
College Community
Freedom
Accessibility
Effective Management
Accountability
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lege. Results from this effort are presented in Figure 8 .

This concept is not concerned with individual' outcomes (Type

1 and 2) but instead the focus is on the social outcomes

provided by the community colleges (Type 3.and 4) .

The second community-college-oriented concept is an

input/outcome .model, advanced by Alfred and Ivens (1978).

Their model, depicted in Figure 9, was constructed to indi-

cate the relationship between community college inputs, pro-

grams, and outputs. In choosing examples \pf outputs for

their model, the authors used primarily Type 1 learner out-

comes. This emphasis, although incomplete, iS appropriate.

Most of the outcome research in community colleges focuses

on these kinds of outcomes.

As the use and application of outcome data become more

common, models that depict the methods by which these data

can be applied to administrative decisions are developed.

One such model has been constructed by the Learning and

Retention Consortium (LARC) and appeared in the LARC Program

Guide (LARC, 1982). The Consortium is a group of fifteen

California community colleges that have jointly developed an

Assessment /Placement System that is used to assist students

in developing the college program that best suits their

needs, basing the program choices in part on the students'

remedial program outcomes. Appendix A contains two models

that represent the assessment/placement system of the Con-

sortim.



Figure 8

THE FLORIDA COMMUNITY/JUNIOR COLLEGE IRC TAXONOMY

FOR COMMUNITY SERVICES*

1.00 Instructional Services

1.10 General-Cultural Services

1.11 Community and Civic Affairs
1.12 Family Life
1'.13 Leisure Time and Recreational Activities
1.14 Personal Health

1.15 Cultural Heritage and Enrichment

1.20 Occuptional Services

1.21 Development of General Attitudes and
Skills for a Career

1.22 Development of Specific Attitudes and
Skills for a Career

2.00 Noninstructional Services

2.IU Coordination

2.11 Individuals

2.12 Groups

2.13 Agencies

2.20 Consultation

2.21 Consultation with Individuals

2.22 Consultation with Groups
2.23 Consultation with Agencies

2.30 Research and Development

3.02 Facility Services

*Abstracted from Nickens (1976, pp. 13 -10).
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Figure 9
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The next section of this paper examines some of the

current 'literature on the foim"types of community college

outcomes. In the cases where research On Outcomes is dis-

cussed th review will not be concerned with the.actual

findings biit instead will examine the current approaches to

documenting outcomes.
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Section II - A Review of Community College Outcome Litera-

ture.

Introduction

Outcome studies in community colleges most often exam-

ine the extent to which institutions are carrying out their

stated missions and functions. This implies that outcome

research focuses primarily on the intended outcomes of

institutions. Such studies have become increasingly impor-

tant over the last ten years and this importance can cer-

tainly be related to the increasing scrutiny'of the commun-

ity colleges' role in society.

The unique characteristics of community colleges make

the measurement of outcomes more difficult than similar

research in senior institutions. Canmunity colleges have

comprehensive educational programs including transfer educa-

tion, vocational education, continuing education, remedial

education, and 'community services. Outcome measures which

may be appropriate for one portion of the educational pro-

gram may be completely inappropriate for others. Even the

comprehensiveness of community colleges varies greatly

because of the various program mixes which are:designed to

meet local needs. Obviously, the needs of a small, isolated

rural community differ substantially from those of a large

inner city community. The characteristics of the enrolled

students in such colleges also varies substontually, partic-
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ularly in the proportions of minority and low socioeconomic

students. In addition to the wide diversity of students who

enroll in community, colleges as a result of the open door

policy, the communty colleges have also attracted several

groups of students including the elderly, the handicapped,'

and re-entry students, *)th male and female. A further cm-

plication is the mix of T.t and full -time students. All of

this diversity in educational programs and student and com-

munity characteristics must betaken into consideration when

outcomes are to be. defined and measured.

The role of diverse servir that has been adopted by

community colleges is summarii!d in the state priorities of

the California Community College! Board of Governors. These

priorities emphasize access, proirams, and services as major

concerns.

Open access to higher educatio has been one of the

long-standing ideals of community c lieges. The California

Ward of Governors has articulated the "responsibility to

1

provide programs that ensure equal access to postsecondary

education for all adults without regard to race, ethnic or

national origin, sex, age, disability, or prior educational.

status." As an outcome, the ideal of access for the popula-

tit:in as a whole is guaranteed by law and can be considered

an abstract social benefit.

Concrete benefits to individuals are emphasized by com-

mitments to programs and services. Six programs and

79 37
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services are listed in the Board's statement and five of

them offer specific outcomes for individuals: transfer edu-

cation, preparation for employment, student support ser-

vices, remediation and continuing and community education.

These learner- oriented offerings have been the mainstay.

community colleges and they mirror the current priorities of

community colleges in general (Cross, 1981). Because of

this common emphasis on benefits to individuals, most'out-

come studies focus on Type 1 outcomes.

Type 1 - Concrete Learner Outcomes

Three kinds of Type 1 outcomes will be. reviewed here. They

are the transfer of students, the degree attainment of com-

munity college students, and the employment and income of

community college graduates.

The Transfer of Students

The. problem of differentiating and typing transfer stu-

dents in order to understand transfer outcomes was taken up

by Willingham. Reinhart (1977) summarized Willingham's

classification of transfers:

1. Articulated Vertical Transfer. Students moving

directly from parallel, articulated programs in a

two -year college into the upper division of the pro-

gram in a four -year college.

la. Articulated Vertical Transfer in Specialized

Career Fields, This is a specialized case of Item
1, applying to students whose associated degrees, by

plan, are both entries to technical employment and

30
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specialized degrees required for entry to an upper-

division progran.

2. Nontraditional Transfer. Two- and four-year

college transfers who do not follow the usual pat-

terns, including adults who have been out of college

for some years and those involving external or ex-

periential studies and other situations in which the

prior studies may not be valid for assessment pur-

poses.

3. Reverse Transfer. Students transferring from a

four-year to a two-year college.

4. Open Door Transfer. Transfers from one two-year

college to another for a variety of reasons.

5. Double Reverse Transfer. Those reverse

transfers who return to afour-year college. These

individuals may be in normal transfer or in occupa-

tional programs at the two-year college, and may

change their field in the'process.

6. Vocational to Changed Major Transfer. These are

individuals transferring from a career program in a

two-year college to 'elated but different bac-

calaureate programs in a four-year college.

7. Upside-Down Curriculum Transfer. This classifi-

cation includes individuals that transfer into

"upside-down" degree programs that exist in some

four -year colleges. Sometimes involving a degree in

"General Studies," these degrees are structured to

provide mostly general education courses, management

studies, or other general studies that come after

technical training iil two-year colleges. (pages 39-

40)

These complexities prompted Reinhart to conclude: "Research

results and policy assumptions are different for the several

types of transfer. Therefore, assessment measures and cri-

teria recommendations must be bared on the Specific type of

transfer."

33
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This conclusion of Reinhart's was echoed by Henkiewicz

et al (1982). in a stulent_outcome study that sampled over

11,000 students from California's Los Rios Community College

District. The transfer students examined in the study were

classified as reverse and lateral transfers, with subclas-

sifications of completers and non-completers.

With the exception of several California Postsecondary

Education Commission reports authored by Oorthy Knoell,

(California Postsecondary Eriucation Commission; 1976, 1979,

1982), virtually all studies of community college transfers

depict outcomes dealing with Reinnart's first kind of'

transfer student- the articulated vertical transfer. For

example, in a study of the California Community Colleges,

Kissler (1980) reported on the number and condition of stu-

dents moving from a two-year' to a four-year institution.

While this focus on the upward movement of students is

appropriate, given the mission of many two-year institutions

to prepare for baccalaureate-granting schools, the picture

of the community college transfer function remains incom-

plete. without an accommodation of the several opportunities

for transfer that community colleges proviJe. A broad rede-

finition of the transfer function could assist researchers

in their attempts to depict the wide range of transfer out-

comes of community colleges.

The intricacies of accurately typing transfer students

and the variability of the conditions that affect transfers

32
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make outcome assessment in this area a challenging undertak-

ing. Institutions conducting self-studies that examine the

relationship between local conditions and the-transfer func-

tion will be pursuing important information. Holmstrom and

Bisconti (1974), in their study on transfers for the Ameri_

cane Council on Education, have stated that common student

background factors, "about which we know a great deal, are

less important determinants (of successful transfer) than

experiences at the junior college, about which we know con-

siderably less."

Decree Attainment Community College Students

Outcome studies may examine the success of students in

the attainment of a degree. As will be discussed later, the

changing community college populaticn makes this research

problematic. It has even been claimed that many community

college students are "cooled out", eventually being turned

away from degree attainment and any further advanced study

(Karabei,,972). However, when undertaken, degree-attainment

research is most often local institutional research or sta-

tistical analysts of national data. Most local research,

usually institutional self-studies, includes information on

how many certificates and associate degrees have been

granted in a given period of time. Research with a national

scope, more often than not, focuses on the success of f!om-

munity collqge transfer students in attaining a bachelor's
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degree.

The national- studies are generally the most sophist i-

cated and most widely distributed. These studies make use

of databases created from large-scale longitudinal research

on students. The two common sources for these data are the

American Council on Education's follow-up studies and the

National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972

(NLS 72). Various researchers have used longitudinal data-

bases differently when seeking to compare the degree. attain-

ment of transfer and native students. For example, Folger,

Astin, and Bayer (1970) used simple statistical controls

such as SES and student ability when comparing the degree

attainment rate of the two groups. Trent and Medsker (1968)

and Astin (1972) used slightly more sophisticated categories

when they controlled for SES, ability, and aspiration.

These studies and their statistical methods, although more

than ten years old, represent the state-of-the-art in

researth on bachelor's degree attainment rates.

Local studies that depict associate degree attainment

rates use simple descriptive statistics in their tallies.

Local researchers may feel the need for student attribute

controls that help explain why some students attain degrees

and others do not. Until recently, attribute variables that

accommodate the idiosyncracies of the changing community

college population have not existed. Some changes occurred

vitien Sheldon (1981) created attribute categories that were

34
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the direct product of interviewing and **messing community

college students. His student prototypes" are categories

that type students according to how they are expected to use

the community colleges. Eighteen categories or prototypes

are specified; seven prototypes are used for typing transfer

students, five are used for typing vocational students, and

SIN are used for typing "special interest* students. The

prototypes are listed here:

Transfer students: 1. full-time transfer 2. part-time

transfer 1. undisciplined transfer M. technical transfer 5.

intercollegiate athlete 6. fieencial aid seeker 7. espediobr

Yoestionel students: 1. Program completer 2. job seeker 3.

30to upgrauer N. (weft. cheneer 5. license maintainer

special interest students: 1. leisure skills student 2.

education seeker 3. art and culture Auriga I.

implorer/experimenter 5. basic skills student 6. lateral

transfer.

While the usefulness of these now categories have yet

to be (Lily explored, they may helpunderscore the eomplesi

Liss of research on degree attainment.

Studies of the degree-grenting Motion of commeity

eolleges have been important because of the Widener to

equate degree attallnment with aehievemeet and persistence is

nehool. Houever, the difficulty of meting degree attain..

mint with academie achievmeeet or persistence is highlighted
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the direct product of interviewing and assessing community

college students. His "student prototypes" ar'.k categories

that type students according to how they are expected to use

the community colleges. Eighteen categories or prototypes

are specified; seven prototypes are used for typing transfer

students, five are used for typing vocational students, and

six are used for typing "special interest" students. The

prototypes are listed here:

- Transfer students: 1. full-time transfer. 2. part-time

transfer 3. undisciplined transfer 4. technical transfer

5. intercollegiate athlete 6. financial aid seeker

7. expediter.

- Vocational students: 1. Program completer 2. job seeker

3. job upgrader 4. career changer 5. license maintainer.

Special interest students: 1. leisure skills student 2.

education seeker 3. art and culture student 4. explorer/

experimenter 5. basic skills student 6. lateral transfer.

While the usefulness of these new categories have yet

to be fully explored, they may help underscore the complexi-

ties of research on degree attainment.

Studies of the degree-granting function of community

colleges have been important because of the tendency to

equate degree attainment with achievement and persistence in

school. However, the difficulty of equating degree attain-

ment with academic achievement or persistence is highlighted
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by the diverse aspir ions of these different kinds of stu-

dents. For example, the vocational job seekers are

described as those who "attend college only long enough to

learn vocational skills that will permit. than to attain a

semi-skilled to highly-skilled jab." These students, and

many others 'in like categories, may persist sufficiently to

achieve their own ends without degree attainment. Even the

most solidly academic student, the full-time transfer, may

very well view degree attainment as superfluous to his or

her needs.

The next step in the assessment of degree attainment,

as well as other outcomes, must accomodate this more

thorough understanding of the community college population.

In the absence of this information, the use of degree

attainment as an outcome measure will continue to be prob-

lematic.

Employment and Income

In the last decade community colleges have increased

their emphasis on providing vocational/occupational oppor-

tunities for their students. This increased emphisis has

drawn the attention of those interested in community col-

lege outcomes. A large number of local studies and several

national research efforts have focussed on job attainment

and income as output measures. While the findings of these

studies differ, the methods- and the problems surrounding

the methods- remain fairly consistent.
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In local and regional efforts, follow-up studies have

become the usual method for assessing the outcomes of

employment and income. The Southern Regional r:ducation

Board reported that, in 1980, 98% of the 84 institutions

they surveyed were planning follow -up studies. Also, the

number of studies conducted had gone from zero in 1976 to 54

in 1979 (Southern Regional Education Board, 1981). Two rec.-

sons for undertaking these studies were cited most often-

they were intended to assess:

1. "College graduates employed, unemployed, em-

ployed part-time, employed in jobs related to their

majors, employed in-state" and

2. "Salaries of jobs, career potential of jobs,

type of employer, (and) how the job was found:"

(page

A typical follow -up study that addresses several of

these questions was conducted and issued by the Maryland

State Board for Community Colleges (1981). The instrument

used in the study is contained in Appendix B.

The principal problem of the study is summed up in a

-sentence in the summary section of the Maryland study: "The

response rate among those who received the questionnaire was

47 percent".

The problem of bias from low response rates was common

in virtually all of the follow-up studies examined for this

review. The method of dealing with the problem varied con-

siderably, however. In the most thorough studies, samples

.37
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of non-respondents were taken and telephone follow-ups were

used to determine if non-respondents differed from respon-

\

dents on key variables:\ This kind-of- thoroughness was

uncommon and, generally, ocal researchers did not attend to

the problem of ,low response rates. Instead, they drew lim-

ited conclusions, from the information that was originally

received.

A second problem with local follow -up studies is find-

ing meaning in the results. This problem is rooted in the

fact_that local studies are individual in format and con,.

\ tent. This has two effects: first, the studies cannot be

'combined into an aggregated picture of community college

o#comes; second, In the absence of aggregate information

there is no external norm against which an 'institution can

measure its performance.' For example, a study may indicate

that a specific percentage of vocational students are find-

ing work in their chosen area. But, without some standard

norm for student placement, the outcome statistic itself is

a

not necessarily meaningful. Finding meaning in follow-up

study data is, to some extent, dependent on knpwing how well

comparable institutions are performing. Theideveilpment of

some standardization for. local follow-up studies may

represent the next important step in local community college

outcome evaluation.

A third issue confronts local institutions wanting to

use follow-up studies for the assessment of employment and

38
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income: will the benefits of the study justify the costs?

Cost /benefit is important to consider in light of the prob-

lems of validity with low response rates and unclear meaning

of the data. The exignse of follow-up studies, particularly

the more complicated longitudinaa designs, may be difficult

to justify.

Large-scale national studies of community colleges'

effects on employment and income are Less common but gen-

erally more wide y known. The most recent of these was

released by the Brookings Institution (Beeneman and Nelson,

1981). Originally intended to be an econometric study of

community college financing, the authors found that, within

the community'college's evolving environment, "questions of

finance will become increasingly entangled in questions of

institutional mission and purpose..." }.cause of this, the

authors direct attention to the assessment of the outcomes

implicit in institutional purposes, especially' those out-

comes related to employment and income.

For their analysis the authors utilized data from the

National Study of the High School Class of 1972 (NLS 72).

Th,. authors explain the importance of large-scale national

data in the assessment of outcomes. They claim that such

information is more representative of national characteris-

tics than any local follow-up study could be.' Furthermore,

the database contains personal characteristics such as fam-

ily income, age, race, and sex that can be utilized in the

39 48 f 0 )1
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analysis. They state: "Although the national studies and

the data on which they are based are not perfect, they are

more suited to answering the questions that we see as most

important..."

In addressing questions about employment and income,

the authors used multivariate linear regression to ascertain

the relationship between community college attendance and

job and wage outcomes. Using 47 predictor variables they

were able to account for between 3.1 and 24.0 of the varia-

tion in the "labor market outcome" dependent variables (i.e.

wages, occupational status, and weeks employed).

It seems apparent that a major limitation of the use of

national databases an multivariate techniques is that they

leave a large amount off variation in outcomes unexplained.

Furthermore, they provide no information on local conditions

that could guide administrators in the decision-making pro-

cess. The large amount of variance left accounted for in

such large scale studies may reinforce the tendency of com-

munity college researchers to rely on small-scale follow-up

studies. (For a more technical discussion of the problems

,of multivariate analysis in college output studies, see

Astin [1977], pages 263-266).

Another study investigated the outcomes of employment

-and income using inter-regional data. Wilms (1974) under-

took a survey project to compare the effectiveness of public

and private vocational training. His method, witich has been

40
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widely criticized, was to follow up on graduates of two-year

public and private programs and document their success in

finding the kind -of work they were trained for. In this

effort, as in the Breneman and Nelson study, emphasis was

placed on contrasting the "labor market outcomes" of public-.

community colleges with the outcomes of a comparable group.

Breneman and Nelson chose high school graduates without com-

munity college training as the comparison group; Wilms chose

to compare graduates of proprietary vocational programs with

community college vocational graduates. This emphasis on

comparative analysis makes a study more complex, particu-

larly for a local researcher limited access to non-

community college'data. However, without some kind of com-

parison, research findings do little more than describe pro-

.gram effects. Such findings do not have the power to demon-

"'

strate the value of programs versus other educational or

work alternatives.

in a different att'pt to examine employment outcomes,

the National Center for Educational Statistics has created

the Vocational Education Data System (VED5). In this sys-

tem, community colleges are required to report the results

of follow-up on the employment status of graduated voca-

tional education students. Colleges report low returns of

information from their former sturients, usually below 30%.

It is. questionable whether nationally aggregated data will

provide valid and useful information.

41 5
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Table 3

Classification of Student Outcomes
by Type of Outcome and Type of Data

Data

Psycholoskal

Behavioral

Outcome

A Cognitive

Saffcncept
Values

Attitsdri
Ite4i
Dr ;velar Achianerneat
SatisoactOn with College

Personal Hal its
A vocations
Mental Huh*
Citizenship
Interpenamal Relations

Kno +taiga
Critical lhinhing Ability
6.,k faille
Special Aptitudes
Atademic Achievement

Cattlitt Development
Leal of Educational Attainment
Vocational Achievements.

Level of Itsrponnaility
Income
A wants or Special Recognition

Source: nada Pam's. and Creamer 11967, p 16).
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employers also yielded very low returns and has now been

discontinued.

-In general, the problems that exist in the assessment

of employment and income are the problems of survey and,

longitudinal research as a Whole- Low response rates, miss-

ing data, sampling difficulties, and , in the case of local

studies, the absence of comparisons between groups all work

to limit the state-of-the-art.

Type 2 Outcomes

Abstract learner outcomes, or Type 2 outcomes, have

been characterized by Astin (1977) as being cognitive or

affective. The cognitive outcomes of postsecondary educa-

tion include the development of mental abilities such as

reasoning and logic. Affective outcomes include the

development of values, attitudes, morals, aspirations and

self-concept. The assessment of these outcomes can be

approached using either psychological information which dep-

icts internal traits, or by using information about observed

behaviors. With these categories, Astin, Panos, and Creger

(1967) classified outcomes as depicted in Table 3.
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Cognitive and affective changes in postsecondari stu-

dents were also of interest to Feldman and Newcomh (1969).

They reviewed and reported on more than 1500 empirical stu-

dies, most of which were involved with documenting the Type

2 outcomes of colleges and universities. In Volume 1 of

their work the authors delineate two of the methodological

problems that continue to delimit the state-of-the-art of

Type 2 outcome studies: the first problem is the difficulty

of controlling for student inputs when measuring outcomes;

the se(;ond problem is the difficulty of inferring changes in

the psychology of the student from scores on instruments. A

closely related, problem that the authors do not directly

address is the problem of controlling for normal personal

growth that is not a product of the education institution.

The first problem of controlling for input when assess-

ing output is a central concern of any attempt to measure

what educational or personal values are added by an institu-

tion. In order for value-added to be assessed, all of the

relevant input variables must be identified and accounted

for. The difficulties of doing this with ptychological

variables may preclude all but the simplest Type 2 research.

Also, the interaction effects that occur between the indivi-

dual inputs and the environment may undermine the validity

of the outcome. For example, a large. sprawling suburban

'community college environment may have psychological effects

on specific individuals that an urban environment might not.

4
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As these interaction effects become subtler and increase in

number, the possibility of controlling for them and drawing

any generalizable conclusions about postsecondary value-

aided effects becomes more difficult.

The second problem is an instance of the larger issue'

of construct validity in psychological measurement. In the

Feldman and Newcomb example, the process of maturation is

ambiguous enough to disallow the kind of definition neces-

sary for precise and repeatable testing. For example, in

responding to questions about values, freshmen may answer

`with certainty and seniors may answer, tentatively. Does

this change indicate that the seniors are becoming less

rigid and more thoughtful, or does it indicate a growing

uncertainty in. the older students? Researchers who want to

assess maturation and other psychological development must

be careful to address this issue of construct validity; the

instruments they choose must provide data valid enough to

supply a basis for conclusions about the trait in question.

The third problem is a broader issue that actually sub-

stimes the previous two problems. It is the problem of how

to demonstrate cause and effect in documentilg educational

outcomes. This issue is especially important in the con-

sideration of Type 2 outcomes because of the ambiguities

that surround their measurement. Pace (19T9) considers the

question in the following way: .
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"When researchers write about the impact of college.

on students, they are asking questions about cause
and effect. Is the particular behavior or condition
they observe really caused by the college? Could it

be caused by or attributed to some other event or

circumstance--to family background, for example, or

I.Q., or simply to the normal process of growing up?

We know that students in the twelfth grade are tall-
er and heavier than students in the eighth grade;

but we also know that this gain in height and weight

was not caused by going to high school. That, of

course, is an obvious example of conditions which

are associated without having any cause and effect

relationship. This association is what statisti-
cians warn of when they remind us that correlation

does not prove causation...If one asks the question
'What?' rather than 'Why ?, there are a lot of simple
answers--clear, straightforward, and consisteni, over

time. Do students learn anything in college? Yes.

Do they themselves believe that they have made pro-
gress toward such ends as critical thinking, acquir-

ing a body of facts and knowledge of a special

field, personal and social development, tolerance,

broadened literary acquaintance, and so on? Yes."

(pages 5-6)

This attitude about the assessment of outcomes in gen-

eral and, Type 2 outcomes in particular should encourage

local community college researchers. Straightforward and

careful description of Type 2 outcomes can, when compared

with non-student data, help build a body of, information use-

ful for documenting the psychological irripaCts that community

col:Iges have on students.

Type 3 and Type 4 Outcomes

While the FIPSE project is specifically concerned with

assessing learner outcomes, it is worth briefly noting that

several kinds of community colleges outputs can be. called

social Outcomes. These are the concrete and abstract bene-

rits that accrue to the local community and to society at
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large.

Type 3 outcomes are those specific and concrete effects

that community colleges have on the local community. Such

effects can be economic or service-related. Economic out-

comes include local takes paid, local goods and services

purchased, construction undertaken, workers trained, and

payroll administered. Service-related outcomes include the

provision of facilities for social, cultural, and recrea-

tional programs. These outcomes and methods for their

assessment are detailed in Conducting Cormunity Impact Stu-

dies, A Handbook for Comunitytolleges (Arinijo, Micek, and

Cooper, 1978). The Handbook offers advice .w how community

impact data can be gathered using internal sources such as

institutional records and using external sources such as

citizen's groups, employers) civic leaders, and social

agency leaders. It also offers the best current examples of

instruments that can be used to survey external constituen-

cies.

Type 14 outcomes are the abstract benefits that commun-

ity colleges offer to society as a whole. Such offerings

include opportunity through on access to higher education,

egalitarianism increased cultural richness, and social inno-

vation. These outcomes are virtually impossible to measure

and are difficult to document in any way other than through

general ,speculation, eecause of this, these intended bene-

fits of education have been held more as ideals rather than
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having been assessed as outcomes.

Although there are no studies aimed at trying to meas-

ure these intended benefits, a stioly was undertaken to

determine whether or not these ideals are held by those who

are associated with the community colleges. The Educational

Testing Service (ETS) field-tested its Community College

Goals Inventory (CCGI) in early 1979 by administering it to

a diverse group of over 4,300 community college students,

faculty and administrators. The CCGI format prompts respon-

dents to rank order twenty potential goals as to how impor-

tant any one goal is and how important it should be within

the community colleges. The inventory contains five goals

which, if achieved, could be considered Type 4 outcomes:

humanism/altruism, social criticism, innovation, freedom,

and accessibility.

When Cross (1981) analyzed the CCGI field-test data,

the result was, tn part, an assessment of current commitment

to Type 4 outcomes. .The thesis that emerged from the

analysis was as follows:

"...the late 1970's and early 1980's represent a

plateau between two periods of high.energy and a
sense of mission in the community colleges. The old
ideals that sparked enthusiasm and the sense of com-
mon purpose in the community colleges have receded,
and new ideals have not yet merged to take their
place." (page 113)

This thesis was grounded in data derived from the only

standardized instrument that measures commitment to Type 4

6b
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outcomes. Although a substantial body of sophisticated

analytical and conjectural literature has addressed these

kinds of goals and their attainment (eg Pincus, 1980), the

state-nf-the-art in the measurement of Type 4 outcomes has

yet to move beyond this rough rank-ordering of goals. Until

some "psychometry/of society" which tests for social health

and development is created, the assessment of Type 4 out-

comes must rely on rough measures and analytic conjectures.

Section III - Some Current Projects Utilizing Outcome Meas-

ures

Introduction
_

The assessment of postsecondary outcomes has been a

topic that has received a great deal of attention in the

last twelve years. One of the first forums in which this

topic was explored was a 1970 seminar at U.C. Berkeley's

Center for Research and Development in Higher Education.

During the proceedings, Fredrick Balderston, a Professor of

Business Administration at. Berkeley and a writer on issues

in higher education, spoke about the need to develop stra-

tegies for outcome assessments

"We have bumped hard into the questions of outputt

and their measurement because, among other things,
we are seeking now to link the resources used to the

results achievedin other words, to link inputs

with outp't:5. It turns out that in the long history

of concern about the processes and activities of

education, we have achieved a very imperfect grasp

or the nature of its results. Now we are havihg, to

tackle the problems of output definition under
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forced draft...The job we hive to do is urgent, im-

portant, and controversial. If we had time, we

might do well to sympathize with ourselves for tak-

ing it on." (Balderston, 197n)

Since that seminar, efforts to perfect the grasp on the

nature of educational outcomes have continued. From 1970 to

1976 the majority of the effort was in the definition and

conceptualization of the general area. Research," both

national and local, has continued as well. Although Pace

(1979) has shown that studies examining outcomes have

emerged for at least half a century, most of the local and

national research on community college outcomes and their

causes has been released only since the mid- 1970's.

The concern about postsecondary outcomes in general

continues to evolve in the form of several extant projects.

Some of these projects are designed to make. use of outcomes

in'the management of higher education while others represent

new developments in the assessment of learner outcomes.

Outcomes and Management

Linking outcomes to management decisions is the focus

for a project funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation and

administered by the National Center for Higher Education

Management Systems (NCHEMS). The project coordinates seven

public institutions, each of which is gathering outcome

information for use in various administrative decisions.
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While each institution began its own individual program

in January, 1992, there are three basic approaches being

developed. The first approach emphasizes the use of out-

comes for strategic planning; the second approach utilizes

outcomes in the academic program review process, the third

approach involves assessing outcomes of student services,

As a result of these. efforts, NCHEMS anticipates being able

to disseminate administrative models and research findings

to other institutions, to state coordinating and governing

boards, and to accrediting agencies.

Another management-oriented- outcomes project is the

performance funding program of the Tennessee Higher Educa-

tion Commission. This program encourages outcome evaluation

by offering institutions the opportunity to win points that

are redeemable in the form of budget increases. Points are

awarded if the institution is simply willing to undertake

specific outcome assessments; larger point awards are avail-

able if the institution provides evidence that they have

improved their own performance on a given variable or are

substantially superior to comparable institutions on a given

variable.

The five variables that can be assessed to win funding

points are: 1. Program accreditation 2. Program field

evaluation 3. Educational outcomes 4. Instructional improve-

mentn, and 5. Planning for instructional improVements

Three of these five variables directly involve the use of
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learner outcomes. These three are the program field evalua-

tion, the educational outcomes, and instructional improve-

ments.

The program field evaluation variable is assessed by

sampling graduates of a program and testing than to deter-

mine their level of program- specific performance. If the

individuals. tested demonstrate knowledge exceeding that of

graduates of similar programs at comparable institutions, or

if knowledge of program graduates has improved since a pre-

vious assessment, the institution is eligible for points.

The test used to determine performance may be an externally

validated instrument or it may be an instrument developed by

the institution itself.

The assessment of educational outcomes is undertaken by

measuring students' gains in general education or by docu-

menting the job placement rates of technical institute gra-

duates. Institutions may only use the ACT-COMP objective or

composite measures for the assessment of general education

gains. Job placement rates must be documented by follow-up

studies that survey the employment status of technical pro-

gram grtduates within 90 days of graduation.

Instructional improvements that are based on outcome

information can also be used as evidence to win funding

points for institutions. In this case the outcome informa-

tion consists of opinions surveyed from formerly enrolled

students or community members and employers. The
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institution is eligible for points when it indicates how the

survey information is being used to make specific instruc-

tional improvements.

Program administrators state that the institutions have

become increasingly supportive of performance measures in

the distribution of state appropriations. However, both '

program and institution administrators have voiced concern

over the rising costs involved in outcome evaluation,,. If the

program is to be successful in the long run there must be

assurance that the process will generate significantly more

money than it costs.

Only certain segments of the NCHEMS/Kellogg program and

the Tennessee p,ject deal specifically with community col-

lege concerns. One outcomes project that is entirely a com-

munity college undertaking is the Program Performance Pro-

file being developed ty the Office of Institutional Research

of the Nassau Community College in Garden City, New York.

The Profile is an outcomes-oriented look at how degree-

granting programs are performing. Descriptive statistics

are gathered co ten criterion variables or "indicators."

The first two indicators are actually student input vari-

ables involving data on new enrollments in programs and on

the academic potential of program students. The remaining

fight indicators depict such things as academic achievement,

persistence, and satisfaction for current program students

and, in some instances, for program graduates. These data
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provide the basis for the internal review of academic pro-

grams, the goal of which is to ''enable academic departments

to modify and improve. their curricular offerings in an

informed manner."

Efforts to design and implement standardized tests of

learner outcomes are also continuing to evolve. Learner

outcomes have traditionally been assessed through the use of

such standardized measures as the Educational Testing

Sr; vice's Undergraduate Assessment Program (UAP) or the Col-

lege Level Eximination Program (CLEP). These measures were

designed primarily to determine a student's mastery of

specific knowledge in given areas. More recent developments

in learner outcome assessment have emphasized more than just

content mastery. For example, in 1976 the American College

Testing Program (ACT) orionized the College ()Acme Measures

Project (COMP) with the intent of developing measures that

assess students' abilities to use knowledge in out-of-class

contexts.

The College outcome Measures Protect

There are three components of the COMP battery. The

first two are the Composite Examination and the Objective

Test. Both aim at examining six areas of general knowledge

and analysis, three of which are called "process areas" 'and

three of which are called "content areas." The processes

evaluated are communication, problem solving, and clarifica-

tion of values, The content areas of interest are the arts,
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science and technology, and functioning within social insti-

tutions. Even in the content areas the emphasis is on the

ability to mobilize factual knowledge in order to address'

adult-world situation and problems. The test situations are

created by using advertisements, art prints, television .

documentaries, newscasts, and other stimuli.

In the format of the Composite Examination, student

response to these stimuli takes the form of shor written

answers, longer expository writing, answering multiple

choice questions, and giving oral responses which are

audio-taped. The exam can be administered to groups and

requires about four hours to complete. The large amount of

qualitative information gathered by the exam demands consid-

erable time for its evaluation. It is estimated that four

trained faculty members can evaluate a student's responses

in about 50 minutes. The Objective Test is available when

the institution does not wish to commit the resources

required for the Composite Examination. It provides the

same process and content assessment but accomplishes it by

allowing the student to respond to the test stimuli by

answering multiple choice questions. The Objective Test is

something of a short- hand version of the Composite Examina-

tion that does not gather the richer qualitative data of the

Composite Examination, but is simple and inexpensive to

score. The third component of the COMP battery is the

Activity Inventory. The inventory allows students to report
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on their own involvement in ,cilit-of-class activities. The

1Pormat consists of multipleichoice itens in COMP's six out. -

come areas. Students select Tong responses that indicate

low to high levels of par icipation in activities within

those areas. By documenting t e student's life experiences,

the inventory is designed to ound out the profile provided

by the other COMP measures.

These fresh approaches to the problems of outcome meas-

urement and their applications indicate that interest in

outcome evaluation is alive and well.
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Section IV - Summary

Drawing together the state-of-the-art of outcome

evaluation in higher education is an elusive task. This is

true mainly because attempts to assess outcomes have been

based on a wide variety of methods and analysis. The

state -of- the -art has yet to emerge as any one cohesive field

of investigation.

The absence of a single state or method of outcome

evaluation is easy to understand. This paper has pointed

out that different concepts of outcomes and types of out-

comes abound. The assessment of outcomes also varies

greatly depending on the scope of the research- whether it

is conducted,, at a local, regional, or national level.

These different dimensions combine in ways that demand

different methodological approa4hes. For example, a value-

added concept of a Type 2 outcome. assessed at the national

level requires a.very different approach than a simple out-

put description of degrees produced at the local level. In

the value-added approach, both entry and exit data must be

gathered in order to control for the value the stueent

brings to the institution. If the outcome:of interest is an

affective Type 2 variable, metiWological considerations of

psychological assessment enter the picture. Finally, if the

data are from a nationwide study, it is usual that sophisti-

cated procedures, perhaps linear regression, will be util-
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ized to determine whether or not statistically significant

changes in the controlled psychological variable have

occurred. This kind of outcome evaluation is obviously

quite differen than the local tabulations of degrees and

c-tificates aw rded by an institution.

This example of two widely differing outcome evalua-

tions is offered to illustrate the fact that outcome evalua-

tion is not near to being a single definable entity The

state-of-the-art varies greatly depending on the question at

hand. A brief review of the types of outcomes will help to

summarize the various approaches to outcome evaluation.

Type 1 outcomesl.when assessed at the local level, are

usually approached with methods that rely on descriptive

statistics or limited survey researo.h. Transfer and termi-

nal degree students are counted, and vocational students are

surveyed to determent their success of finding work. In

regional and national Type 1 outcome studies, performance

comparisons between transfer and native students are made;

large-scale follow-up studies are conducted to determine the

relative worth of community college vocational training; or

information form existing national survey databases is mani-

pulated statistically to determine whether or not students

have benefited materially form their community college

training. Regional and national studies are usually con-

structed to compare community college students to other stu-

dents or to non-students. Local studies of Type 1 outcomes
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typically describe outcomes without including a comparison

group.

Type 2 outcome studies are more -diverse in their

methods than any other type. The assessment of student

attitudes may be approached using a simple Likert scale. On

the other extreme, subtle and sophisticated experimental

designs may be used to test students for changes in abstract

reasoning, self-concept, or for other psychological changes.

As in the case of Type 1 studies, the research methodology

may or may not control for input variables, and may or may

not include comparison groups. The diversity of the cogni-

tive and affective variables that can be researched as out-

comes necessarily makes the state-of-the-art a diffuse

entity.

Type 3 outcomes, most commonly the, local economic and

community service impacts of an institution, are virtually

always assessed -using institutional records and survey

research methods. As has been discussed, the limitations to

these studies are the 1 faits of survey research in general.

the most thorough studies sample and survey important ccm-

munity subpopulations such as business and industry, the

retired, and local government. These studies also include

follow-up on non-respondents conducted by trained personnel.

, The least thorough studies are those, that are based on a

general community mailing and simply report the obtained

responses.
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Type 4 outcomes are the abstract social benefits that

community colleges offer. Because these outcome are not

amenable to empirical research, the state-of-the-art of

their assessment is not a matter of method. Rather, it is a

matter of analytical insight grounded in institutional and

social research. For example, writers may attempt to' assess

the community colleges' role in promoting social mobility

and economic egalitarianism. For this, they must draw on

the large body of research that depicts the employment and

income picture for community college graduates as well as

consider the basic employment and mobility picture of the

country as a whole. In the absence of good aggregated

research, the understanding of Type 4 outcomes cannot be

advanced. in this way, the assessment of Type 4 outcomes is

dependent on !Ale research of other impacts of education.

On the whole, outcome evaluation will remain a diverse

undertaking. Th attempts to incorporate outcome
_ .

.

data into institutional planning indicate that interest, in

outcomes is continuing to grow and continuing to diversify.

As institutiDes face greater accountability in challenging

financial times, outcome assessment will become more impor-

tant and, perhaps, even more eclectic in its methods.
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Appendix A

ASSESSMENT/PLACEMENT MODEL
The Asseument/Placement System

Shiiat
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The Learning, Assessment, and Retention Consortium (LARC), consisting

of 15 colleges in Northern California, has published a Program Guide

(1982) which indicates, in the model above, that one of the major

objectives of the consortium is the assessment of learning outcomes

in the remedial programs offered to students in the colleges of the

consortium.
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Appendix 'A (Contad.)

THE ASSESSMENT
PLACEMENT SYSTEM
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MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

STUDENT FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE
FIRST-TIME ,STUC TS, FALL W76

She purpose of this questionnoire is to help your community tolls ;;;; and the Soule Board for Community Colleges ostesr ond

improve their programs Pleose complete it promptly (even if you took only one or two courses) and return in the envelope pro.

yided All answers will be stately confidential Thank you for your assistance.

A. Please check what yo., hoped to achieve at Ihis cons
munity colic ge

Ej I Take curet wiitiout working Toward o
37 degree or certificole

2 Certifirote

3 Associate degree

31

39

B Please 'heck the one slolement which most closely
corresponds $ your proms*, reason for clitencksil M.
collet&

Cl
U 7
Q 3

4

q 5
6

liplaroilon of new career or academic areos
Pieporolion for immcciiate entry inTo a career
Preparation for transfer to a 'nut year institution
Update skills lo' a lob currently held
Interest ond selfenrichment
Othm. (specify)

C Wos your gaol (ind.c.ired in Item B) achieved by the
time you left this community college?

l

2

1.3 3

Yet

Nn

ih,s com.m.inity college

0 Did you utlend 'his commund
pail hm, n, foil time basis/

40 C3 1 Pool mne I credos or less per trim;
O 2 full time (12 credos or more pc: !erns)

college primarily on a

E. How satilie'd were you with the quality of classroom
instruction in your program of study? (check one)

D I Extremely satisfied

1/ (1 2 Satisfied
ri 3 Untaliired

F How iotisted were you will, the overall quality of This
community college? (check one)
1 Extremely twisted
2 Sotofied
3 Ur,satisfiedLi

82

91

tl

44

46

47

41

1
50

31

G.

0
0

0

0
0

Please respond to this item if yov ore no longer o
student at this college
Listed below ore tome academic, employment.

and personal reasons why a student might leave
college. To what Wen, were Ihese your reasons for
leaving this college? (Check as many as apply )

a Achieved educational goal

b Chomped educotionol goal

c Scheduling tortilta between lob and skdrief

d Accepted a job

Went inla mislay service

f. Program or courses not avoiloble at this college

Dissatisfaction with program

Unsure about my choice of major

Course work not challenging

Low grades

Found courses too difficult

Dissatisfied with quality of teaching

Transferred

Applied, but could not obtain financial Jisl

Finoncial aid was not sufficient

p Child core loo costly

q. This college wos too expensive

Personol/marnoge

9

h

1,

32 CI

04 1

33 rn

36

57

0
0

60

33

31

39

H If you are no longer o student at this college, look or
the above list and select the three most irnportont
reasons why you did not return to this college (List.

in order of important, the oppropiiate letter (a, b,
C. etc I in the boxes below )

it First

62 Second

43 Thad Q

,11M,

cLEArINCIOUSCFOR.
JUNI01? COLLEGES

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

C 7 1984

8118 Math-Sciences Building
le_CIS Angeles, California 90024


